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This brand-new title in Barronâ€™s foreign language vocabulary building series replaces a previous

French vocabulary-building volume that had the same focus and general purpose. However, this

new larger book presents approximately 13,000 entriesâ€•more than twice the number of words with

definitions as the title it replaces. It also includes an enclosed audio MP3, which coaches language

students in correct pronunciation of French and presents approximately 10 hours of audio, which

covers virtually the entire book. All vocabulary in this book is categorized under different themes.

Each theme groups together many different words relating to similar topics, which helps students of

French and travelers to France conveniently find words that are related by subject. Among each

bookâ€™s 24 separate subject themes are: business terms, medical terms, household terms,

scientific words and phrases, units of measurement, clothing, food and dining, transportation, art

and culture, and others.
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Wolfgang Fischer (11 December 1888 1 February 1943) was a German career military officer and

panzer commander in World War II

A great idea, a huge amount of vocabulary broken down by category and even better a very

complete set of mp3's so you can hear the correct pronunciation. I would also love this book in a



Kindle edition, it would be so much more convenient and portable, but one is not available.I

happened to start with Chapter 19 - Time and Space and already came across a mistake on p. 405.

Under the first box of INFO the time Il est... 9h 45 is written as neuf heures moins le quart and

translated as quarter to ten. This should be dix heures moins le quart. Same with the next entry of

9h 55 (neuf heures moins cinq) This should be dix heures moins cinq.I wonder how many other

errors there are that as a beginning learner of French I won't recognize and take as correct ....

Once you've mastered basic French grammar and basic conversational sentences, you need to

learn vocabulary. One way is by reading newspapers and books in French. This is another,

complementary way. The combination of the book and the mp3s is very effective. The audio is just

the right pace, so you can repeat after the native speaker, who speaks clearly and not too fast. It is

a great way to practice pronunciation of words you already know as well as the ones you don't. The

occasional full sentences will remind you of some grammar, too. I find that reading 3-4 pages at a

time and then listening to the audio (usually later, in the car) is very effective. The combination of

the book and audio is a real bargain. Like other reviewers, I would gladly also buy a Kindle version if

one were available. This book is a welcome addition to Assimil and Ultimate French as great tools

for self-learning using a combination of text and audio.

No publisher does more outstanding service to students of foreign language than Barron's. I added

this volume to my growing collection of their guides for French and, collectively, they leave no gaps

or questions in one's mastery of the language.

This book comes with a CD with the proper French pronunciation. Since French has so many

unaccented syllables it's really necessary to hear the proper pronunciation from a native French

speaker, which this CD sounds like. A great aid to learn French.

Three stars because no English on CD so you can't use in car. You have to sit with the book, which

is extremely boring. But it's a good set of vocab with, nicely arranged.

nicely divided between basic & advanced vocabulary...sentences and phrases used to assist

context/translation....the CD really helps with pronunciation

It is well structured plus the mp3 files are great with almost everything that is in the book, with



voices of various people, I guess they are native french speaking.

Excellent
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